
Totally New Transfers 

Using an oven thermometer, preheat oven to 325F (165C). Your clay will not be 

damaged at this temperature as long as you verify the temp and bake on the FREE 

tile provided. Metal or glass baking surfaces are not suitable for these transfers. 

Maintain an even temp by setting an outside timer instead of the built-in timer. 

Small oven timers often cause spiking during heat-up and cool down stages. 

Roll clay on the thickest setting of your machine. Make a smooth sheet and place it 

on tile. If necessary, smooth it further with plastic wrap, baking parchment, deli 

sheet or waxed paper. Any color clay cane be used; just make sure you can see the 

transfer well enough to paint it. Cut the desired shape with a cutter or cut 

freehand with a blade. Be sure to leave the piece stuck on the tile. 

Holding the transfer by the corner, smooth the transfer with the matte side of 

the image onto the clay. Look at it from every angle to check for air pockets. If 

you see some, lift a corner of the transfer and push air out the edge. Gently 

burnish the design onto the clay with the pad of your finger. 

Tent with foil and bake on tile at 325F for 35 minutes. 

Continue to leave the piece on the tile. When comfortably warm to the touch, peel 

transfer back slowly. You’ll be left with a grayscale image that’s ready for painting. 

Fill in the design with UV glitter paint*.  You can also use permanent markers, 

alcohol ink or a combination of all 3. 

*Here’s the glitter paint recipe: place a half- dime size dot of DeepShine* on your 

baking tile. Add a Tinyspoon of Ultrafine Painting Glitter. Mix with a toothpick. A 

syrup texture is easiest to work with. Paint the design as you like, one color at a 

time, curing in UV light for 2 minutes after each color. That way, you can do very 

small spaces without the paint running together.  

 * If you are sensitive to odors, open a window, use a fan (after you’ve thoroughly 

mixed in the glitter) or wear a dust mask. DeepShine is a cosmetic grade product 

that has been safely modified for polymer clay, but it is not odorless.  

Finish your mini-masterpiece with Magic Glos.  All UV resins pull inward to form a 

dome. To avoid “pulling away” at the edges, use this trick: Make a resin outline of 

the shape, cure for 2 minutes, then fill in and cure again.  



For a demo, watch Totally New Transfers on my YouTube Channel-Superclaygirl. 


